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BOB PARKS is one work; and that work is BOB PARKS. 
James Brett, founder

The Gallery of Everything

BOB PARKS (b 1947) is 100% spiritual. Known for his provocative durational performances, 
the British-born artist has been on a lifetime search for the truth.

Ancient cultures, military dictatorships, African-American gospel music and an intense 
relationship with his own mother form the heart of his practice. Admired and feared by 
contemporaries like Chris Burden and Paul McCarthy, PARKS had become the performance 
artistʼs performance artist. Yet despite appearances on national television and shows at the 
ICA in London, he remained relatively unknown. At the age of 40, PARKS left Los Angeles 
(pop. 18,000,000) and returned to his parentsʼ home in Sway (pop. 3,448). It was last 
yearʼs acclaimed BBC documentary, The R&B Feeling, which propelled the 70 year old 
wunderkind BOB PARKS into the national limelight.

PARKSʼ relentless performances are reactive, often uncomfortable and frequently humorous. 
He uses his body as a means to convey complex personal narratives about human interaction 
and social expectation. Through his contemporaneous painting practice, PARKS explores his 
ideas on spirituality, sexuality and psychotherapy, through photorealism and caricature, using 
glossy encaustic paints, as well as found objects, photographs and pastels. 

The Gallery of Everything is proud to present BOB PARKSʼ first ever UK commercial 
exhibition. The show features painting, drawing and sculpture, live performances and 
screenings of his award-winning BBC documentary. The artist will be present throughout 
giving performances every Sunday afternoon in the gallery. 

BOB PARKS will be in the gallery during Frieze Art Fair performing a durational 
performance. An opening gig by PARKS and his band, That R&B Feeling, will usher in the 
exhibition on 3rd October 2017. 

If performance art were a competitive team sport, talent scouts would recognise in the 
British performance artist, painter and musician BOB PARKS that most lucrative and 
rare of qualities: natural ability. In his impulsive, unsettling and rapturous work, there 
is an easy, unaffected pairing of art and everyday life.

Morgan Quaintance
Frieze Magazine




